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Five and a half years ago, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission established the first DSM
shareholder incentive mechanism in the United States.. Since state regulatory commissions have
approved shareholder incentive mechanisms for 36 utilities in 17 states.. Five other state commissions
have approved generic incentives, and another five state commissions are incentive
proposals..

While some states grapple with the question of whether to consider the commissions that first
approved incentives are moving on to the details of second- and third-generation mechanisms.. now
is a good time to reflect on the lessons learned from the mechanisms in place to date and to seek
answers to key questions being raised: Are incentives Which work and which do not? Now that
over half the states either are considering or have in place some form of shareholder will the
remaining states foHow, and if so, how quickly?

This paper reviews the different incentive mechanisms that states have to motivate utilities and
how those mechanisms have worked. The paper draws on several sources: research into the evolution of
specific mechanisms from ,their conception to their current research fOf a status
report of state regulatory barriers to and incentives fOf and the to

more than 15 such mechanisms.

We draw a number of conclusions. trends indicate that the institution of incen-
tives increases utility DSM utilities and reil~UI~ltO]rS are fine incentive mechanisms
in ways that increase the utilities' risks without their rewards for success. most of the

commissions to innovation have
thus the task of consideration of incentives is

intervenor groups rather than to the reJJnalnUll,g commissions.

Introduction

In the several years, that traditional
contains inherent financial disincentives to

investment in DSM resource state
commissions across the have established

DSM shareholder incentives 1989; Reid and
Chamberlin These incentives have been initiated
~ery and
intervenors.. New and
Rhode the three retail utilities of the
New Electric filed identical
Df(}OC)SaJlS fOf a shared benefits incentive mechanism
with their 1990 conservation and load pro
gram While the respective commissions reSPO)lde~

(urren::ntJlV to the each approved a DSM incen
tive mechanisms within a yearo I

"-"'lJ&JI..JUI~""""''''ill.'V"'''t it was the state legislature that got the baH
the Connecticut of

Control to utilities an addi-
tional 1% to 5% rate of return on ratebased DSMo2 Tbe
DPUC later approved an incentive mechanism for one
utility as developed by a collaborative effort initiated
subsequent to the legislation .. 3 In New the Public
Service Commission invited the utilities under
its to develop to reform rat,emlakJrnR;
"such that DSM programs that benefit customers are also
rewarding to stockholders. n4 The NYPSC approved seven
unique incentive mechanisms in the following 18 months.
In a collaborative process among
other shareholder incentives for the state's four
largest regulated utilities. The collaborative process
ae"el()ne~ from en bane held in response to pres
sure from such intervenors as the Natural Resources
Defense the collaboration resulted in four



incentive mechanism proposals, which were approved later
that year by the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC).

Out of these diverse processes have arisen a variety of
incentive mechanisms that differ in overall type as well as
specific features. The term "mechanisms" is used in this
paper to identify detailed vehicles by which a utility may
earn shareholder incentives as set forth in regulation as
opposed. to generic legislative or regulatory actions that
approve an incentive in concept but do not specify how the
utility may earn the incentive. At last count, 24 utilities
had shared benefit mechanisms,s 6 had bonus-pee-unit or
"bounty" mechanisms, 5 had mark-up on expenditure
mechanisms, 3 had bonus return on equity in rate base
mechanisms, and 3 had bonus return on ratebased DSM
expenditures mechanisms.6

This paper examines the past, present, and future of
shareholder incentives for DSM. We first provide a
general review of incentive development across the
country. We then look more carefully at the three states
with the most experience implementing incentives for
insight into how incentives are evolving. Finally, we look
to future trends and some DSM incentive issues of
increasing

ackground

The term "DSM shareholder incentive W is used in this
paper to a bonus or reward that utility
shareholders are to earn based on
~Q>~l"'1"r.·iII"'1l""iI"l'lIlnr'.Q> in DSM activities. Thus the incentives

faU into one of five categories: shared
beIletltS'l bonus return on in rate bonus return
on ratebased DSM expenditures, on expenditures,
and bonus per unit of At last count, 367 utilities
in 178 states had shareholder incentive mechanisms of
some kind or another. Another five states have approved
the of incentives but must utility-specific
mechanisms in order for utilities to earning
incentives. 9

State COmmJ.SSlons have been experimenting
with shareholder incentives for DSM since 1987. Over
time the momentum for incentives has grown. In
December 1989, four state commissions had approved
incentive mechanisms for one or more utilities. 1O In the
following year, five more states joined their ranks. 11 By
December 1991, regulatory commissions in eleven other
states had approved either utility-specific mechanisms or
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generic incentives for DSM}2 However, since the end of
1991, the rate of development has slowed somewhat In
January 1992, the Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission (WUTC) approved an incentive for Puget
Power & Light's 1991 DSM programs. 13 In February
1992, the Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC)
declined to initiate rulemaking on shareholder incentives
for Florida utilities and closed the docket. 14 At this
writing, no additional states had taken up formal
consideration of shareholder incentives"

ho's

Fifteen states have not yet formally considered DSM
shareholder incentives of any kind .. IS These fifteen states
fall into one of two groups: states with a formal or
informal integrated resource planning (IRP) process or
least-cost planning (LCP) process under implementation or
in practice; and states that have no IRP or LCP" This
somewhat simplistic is based on the observation
that a regulatory commission that has not assigned a value
to demand-side options in the planning process--either
implicitly or explicitly--is unlikely to consider it necessary
to level the playing field for supply-side and demand-side
resource options or to an incentive for utilities to
invest in DSM.

Of the fifteen states, only three faU into the first group-
Kentucky, North Dakota, and South Carolina. However,
while these three have the regulatory groundwork in place
to take the next step toward establishing incentives, only
the regulatory commission in South Carolina has indicated
that it might take up the issue in the near future. None of
the commissions in the other twelve states have indicated
any immediate plans to change their regulatory framework
to include IRP or LCPs

Working?

The jury is still out on whether incentive mechanisms
work effectively in aU applications to encourage utilities to
more aggressively pursue cost-effective DSM. Our review
of several utilities' DSM program expenditures before and
after implementation of incentives indicates that utilities
are responding to incentives. For example, DSM expendi
tures rose 44 % to 77 % above preincentive levels for four
utilities regarded as having aggressive DSM programs. 16

This comparison, however, does not account for the effect
of other factors (such as need for additional capacity) on
DSM expenditures.

A more in-depth study found that utilities with incentives
have increased their DSM-related and
savings more than have utilities without incentives (Nadel



regardless of whether the utility over- or undel:'Sl)leo<ls the
budgeted amount in any given year~

Wisconsin is often those
keeping a tally of utility incentive mechanisms.. As early
as 1977, the WPSC was allowing utilities to recover DSM
expenditures through the conservation escrow account.. 18

In 1986 the WPSC allowed Wisconsin Electric Power
Company (WEPCO) to capitalize certain expenditures.. 19

That same year the WPSC established the first shareholder
incentive mechanism for WEPC020, allowing WEPCO to
earn an additional 1% return on the unamortized balance
of its capitalized conservation investments for each
125 megawatts of demand savings it could achieve
through its conservation programs~

At the same time the WPSC was experimenting with the
WEPCO incentive, it also tested several other incentive
mechanisms for Madison Gas & Wisconsin
Power & and Wisconsin Public Services 21 These
mechanisms have since either or were ",,'t't',~l""t1i,,~II'\1

discontinued due to lack of customer response.. In 1988,
the WPSC discontinued the WEPCO incentive mecha
nism, effective December 1990, for a of reasons
associated with measurement and evaluation issues .. 22 No

shareholder incentive mechanism has been
established since for any utility. However the WPSC
indicated in a 1991 order that if WEPCO demonstrates
significant achievement above its net benefit goals, the
WPSC would consider that achievement in the

return on equitYs23

Ouicome$ Based on their experience with four of
incentive the WPSC has concluded that
shareholder incentive mechanisms are not necessary in
Wisconsin to encourage utilities to increase cost-effective
DSM Instead, the WPSC has chosen to test
incentives for employees in lieu of shareholder
incentives. in 1991 the WPSC instituted a
utility incentive scheme for WEPCO.. This
approach allows nonmanagement utility employees who
are in positions to affect the achievement of DSM benefits
to earn incentive bonuses based on performance. 24 The
effect of these employee incentives has not been
evaluated.

In 1982, California was the first state to
"decouple" utility from energy sales the
electric revenue adjustment mechanism Utilities
in the state are also entitled to recover DSM
program expenditures rates a of
balancing accounts. Thus, financial barriers to

In this we describe the evolution of
incentives in three states--Wisconsin, and New
York. In the case of DSM has been
de'/el()ne~ to the where the commission determined
that shareholder incentives are no longer needed. In
contrast, the evolutionary processes in New York and
California continue as and utilities .o.V1i"'Ooa'il"'1I~,Qlflt

with to incentives in search of a framework
under which aU the utilities in their states can

their inherent differences.

Utility and commission experience with incentive experi
mentation is as varied as the utilities and states them
selves.. For example, whether a state uses a future or
historic test year or the frequency of general rate cases
can influence the specific features of an incentive.. In
addition, two utilities in the same state can have
substantially different levels of experience with DSM,
making attainable goals for each utility noncomparable..
Despite the distinct nature of each case, however, certain
lessons can be drawn from the experiences of others.

The Evolution of Incentives in
Three States

and Jordan 1992).. The most comprehensive review yet of
existing incentive mechanisms may be a report due to be
completed at the end of 1992 for the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) .. The CPUC has directed the
Commission Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD)
to examine the effectiveness of existing incentive mecha
nisms for utilities in the state and to make recommenda
tions for improvements .. 17 The resulting report win
undoubtedly contribute to the ongoing discussion of
incentive effectiveness..

It is to draw broad conclusions from
comparisons among the of individual states
without recognizing differences in climate and

Wisconsin is a case in m~or

electric and gas in Wisconsin is to file for
rate relief on an annual basis. The Wisconsin Public
Service Commission uses a future test year in
each of these annual rate cases. DSM expenditures are
treated in one of two ways. DS!vl investments in customer

, rebates or loans on customer hardware)
over ten years and earn the utilities'

anr)fO"OO rate of return. DSM administrative expenditures
as well as expenditures on energy audits or informational
materials are expensed using a balancing account
lnechanism to ensure full recovery of

GaJrJin'f! Momentum or HUnni1f1n Out of Steam?",,,, - 8,,25



utility DSM were already eliminated when the California
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) became the second
state regulatory authority to establish a utility shareholder
incentive mechanism.

also set forth in the order its intent to pursue Sf compara
bility" between what the utility may earn on capital
invested in supply-side resources and demand-side
resources.

Incentives 0 In September 1988, the CPUC approved a
penalty/reward mechanism for San Diego Gas & Elec
tric .. 2S That mechanism--a bonus-pet-unit incentive--used a
trigger system whereby once the utility had achieved
predetermined levels of expenditure or service delivery in
one group of programs, it would become eligible to earn a
reward (or pay a penalty) based on its performance in
certain other DSM programs..

Two months later, in February 1992, the CPUC issued
rules governing utility DSM programs that addressed such
major issues as measurement and evaluation, program
eligibility for incentives, cost-effective indicators for
programs, and shareholder incentives.JO In that decision,
the CPUC enumerated several general principles for
governing shareholder incentive mechanisms, the most
notable of which were to: (1) use the shared. savings
approach; (2) include threshold and penalty components in
mechanism design; and (3) t9limit the level of potential
shareholder earnings from DSM, keeping in mind the
'comparable earnings' [between supply- and demand-side
expenditures] guidelines" The CPUC went on to state that
"the role of shareholder incentives is to offset any
regulatory or financial biases against DSM (or in favor of
supply-side resources) the utility might have in procuring
least-cost resources" and that incentives need not go
beyond removing such disincentives~ The CPUC also
concluded that shareholder incentives for California
utilities will be based on ex post estimation of savings as
of January 1, 1994.. The methods and for such
estimation win be developed in the interims

~e-fll.-al+~'''<lI The CPUC has affirmed its commitment
of an effective and equitable shareholder

incentive mechanism for California utilities as long as
such an incentive is deemed necessarys As the February
1992 rules and revised SCE mechanism indicate, the
CPUC is clarifying the objectives of incentive mechanisms
and modifying utility mechanismsaccordinglYe In doing
so, the CPUC has settled on a single type of incentive
mechanism--shared savings--for aU utiHtiese At the same

it has indicated (1) that the value of incentives
is to decline in the future as incentives are made
more "comparable" with shareholder return on supply-side
investments (as in the case of the SCE mechanism) and
(2) that uncertainty of recovery will increase as incentives
are to be based on ex post rather than ex ante savings
estimates.

Backgrounde The New York Public Service Commission
(NYPSC) has the task of regulating seven large investor
owned electric or combined utilities.. This regulatory
responsibility, while large, also provides the NYPSC with
the opportunity to experiment with a variety of incentive
mechanisms Thus, despite the fact that New
York was not the first state, or even the second, to

One year after the order approv
the four shareholder incentive mechanisms, the CPUC

instituted a rulernaking and investigation
\JI. ..... JIl, .....Ji..lllll...W to as the DSM OIR/OI?) to develop rules and
procedures related to gas and electric DSM
programss The intended purpose of the DSM OIR/OII is
to examine: (1) positions agreed to participants in the
collaborative process but not as formal CPUC

critical areas where in the
collaborative process failed to reach consensus; and

issues not addressed the collaborative

In December 1991, the CPUC revised the
Southern California Edison incentive mechanism--a
beUwether of the commission's
several incentive issuess 29 The
mechanism allowed shareholders to earn a return on a

of DSM program expenditures and a 5 % mark-up
on for specific direct assistance and audit
programs~ The new mechanism adopted the shared savings

It allows SeE shareholders to earn a share of
DSM savings based on the utility's aHowed rate of
return on forecast DSM program expenditures .. The CPUC

Early the following year, several of California's major
energy policy stakeholders prompted the CPUC 'to endorse
a collaborative process in which utility, regulatory
commission, and consumer group representatives (along
with representatives from other parties with a stake in
energy efficiency) would develop a consensus approach to
propose to theCPUC.. The final product of the ensuing
six-month collaborative process was a "blueprint" in
which aU parties agreed to support a major expansion of
utility-sponsored DSM as well as to establish a link
between investments in efficiency and

shareholder incentivee26 The individual utility
that resulted from the collaborative

were the with some modification,
seven months later in 1990.. 21



establish DSM incentives for utility shareholders, it has
been one of the most influential players in the ongoing
development of incentive mechanisms. Since it approved a
different incentive mechanism for each of seven utilities in
the state, New York has heen a much-scrutinized
microcosm of experimentation.

hat
Reveal?

Impact. While the NYPSC has not conducted a thorough
study of incentive mechanisms in the state, it has
concluded that incentives have had an impact on utility
commitment to more aggressive DSM programs.35 Utility
DSM program budgets have significantly changed since
the establishment of shareholder incentives for New York
utilities. In 1988, the New York utilities were forecasting
DSM expenditures in the year 2000 to be $1 billion; they
now expect to spend $3.5 billion in 2000. Forecast
demand and energy use forecasts for the year 2000 have
also changed. In 1988, the utilities were forecasting 5%
and 1% DSM-related reductions in year 2000 peak
demand and energy use, respectively. More recent fore
casts, however, expect at least a 10% reduction in peak
demand and 7 % in energy use.

Current Recently the NYPSC staff began consid
ering what incentive features to include in a uniform
incentive mechanism for New York utilities. Two major
reasons for making incentive mechanisms consistent
across utilities are equity and administrative ease.
Preliminary staff suggestions for such a mechanism
include: allowing utilities to earn a share of net resource
savings achieved based on a uniform calculation of
lifetime net resource savings; a penalty provision for
failure to achieve DSM goals; no annual incentive cap; no
adjustment for taxes; statewide ex: ante savings measure
ment criteria; and no retrospective adjustment of incen
tives based on subsequent refinements of measurement
criteria. To the NYPSC has not taken formal action
to realign the seven mechanisms into a standard format
aC(~Ori(Ul1l1! to these or other guidelines9

The NYPSC recognized early on the benefits that could be
gained by promoting diversity and innovation. It also
acknowledged uncertainty about the impacts the experi
mental incentives would have on utility DSM activity and
profits. Only two types of incentives were approved

shared savings mechanisms and one bonus
return on equity in rate base mechanism at Long Island

hting However, the specific fea-
tures of each mechanism differed. These features include
the method for net resource savings, the time

which were calculated (annually or
value the over which program

...... lU\. "' _~ whether the incentives were based
on estimated ex post or ex ante, whether the
incentives included or excluded free and the
presence and size of an annual incentive cap or

This the to
gauge how variations in incentive would affect the
value of incentives across utilities and SUilseQUlent
response, as weB as to learn what methods lent themselves
to less administratioD9

Incentivese In 1988 the NYPSC invited the seven utilities
under its jurisdiction to develop proposals to reform
ratemaking "such that DSM programs that benefit
customers are also rewarding to stockholders. "31 The
utilities responded to the challenge, and between January
1989 and 1990, the NYPSC approved incentive
mechanisms for each of the seven utilities.

Within 12 months of the ant,rOval

meCh(lnu;nl~ the NYPSC a second round
with mechanislTI The first

was to LILCO's bonus return on
mechanism with a shared mechanism. 32 The

reason for this was that the mechanism
contained unintended incentives for the to

over energy efficiency
investments and to underestimate the effect of DSM
programs on load forecasts. The next change was to

the shared mechanism at Orange &
Rockland with a new type of bonus return on equity
mechanism9 33 That mechanism uses a matrix approach to
tie different bonus rates of return to the achievement of
prf~etenmUlea DSM A similar m.echanism design
was later for Consolidated Edison. 34

It is clear from the preceding discussion that commission
for the shared benefits of incentive

mechanism is growing. I-Iowever, it is also clear that
shareholder incentives across the country are not likely to
evolve into one generic mechanism any time in the near
future9 The evolution of shareholder incentives for DSM
will differ according to the preferences of regulatory com
missions in each state. Regulatory commissions continue
to experiment with incentives--whether they are for
shareholders or utility employees--to encourage
DSM activity.

Despite the differences among commissions' actions, our
review of incentive development has identified one trend
in incentive modification that is worth noting. As com
missions revise existing incentives, they are unevenly
raising the stakes for utilities9 For example, many of the
most recently approved incentive mechanisms and generic



commission orders have included penalty provisions for
below-target performance (Washington, Iowa, Maryland,
District of Columbia). In some cases, utilities are being
asked to assume increased risk through more strict ex post
savings estimation, while at the same time potential
rewards are being reduced (California). Similarly, some
commissions are reducing incentives (New York) while
others are endorsing the establishment of thresholds where
they did not previously exist (New Hampshire). In
contrast, we found no examples of a commission having
altered an incentive mechanism in a way that improves a

ability to earn an incentive.

Future Trends and Upcoming
Issues

The most common type of incentive mechanism allows
utilities to earn a of the benefits (net or total)
derived froin DSM activities. the mechanism
which those benefits are shared is not the same across
existing mechanisms. Some mechanisms, such as
those in effect in New and Rhode Island, use

shareholder-ratepayer splits to
determine the size of the incentive. Other shared
mechanisms--in numbers--are rnore COJ1VC~lut.ea~

In(~OrDO]rat]Lnf! elements intended to encourage the to
minimize program administrative costs, or to invest in the
most cost-effective programs or in the case of
Southern California to base DSM investment

on interclass the share of
earned the ranges from 5 % to 25 %.

As utilities become more in in DSM
resources? and as the internal barriers to such investment
activities , lack of we are

to see the become more
shareholder

~r..C'C'vhla to

Cost allocation and revenue mecha-
nisms are two issues associated
with DSM~ While these issues are not of a

shareholder incentive mechanism per se, they
warrant attention because of their influence on a utility's
DSM and subsequent performance 0 We discuss
each of these issues briefly. Our intent is not to resolve
either issue in this paper, but to encourage further
discussion and innovative about possible
solutionse

DSM Program

Traditional cost allocation methods assign cost of service
sector based on the relative energy and demand

requirements of each sector. As DSM becomes a larger
part of utilities' resource plans and DSM program
expenditures increase, people are questioning the equity of
assigning such costs to rate classes using the traditional
method. Alternative methods include using uniform sur
charges for aU classes or anocating costs to classes
eligible to participate in specific programs..

The basis of the cost allocation issue is an equity
efficiency tradeoff. Equity dictates that every ratepayer
should be offered the opportunity to participate in a DSM
program. However, the importance of rate class price
sensitivity in DSM program cost allocation should not be
underestimated. If DSM program savings are achieved at
the expense of price-sensitive (e.g., large industrial) users
who consequently go off the who benefits? Programs
intended to benefit residential customers can ultimately
harm them by decreasing the customer base and thus
Inc:reaLSIlJl2 the fixed charges that must be recovered from
each customer.

From an perspective, the total resource cost
test is the appropriate screen to ensure that a DSM

program's resource benefits exceed program costSe
However, rates may increase to reflect ratepayer impact
measure losses and shareholder incentives asso
ciated with those programs 1991). This poses a
problem for utilities facing increased competitione
Situations in which a 1 mil per kilowatt-hour increase in
energy costs can drive certain customers off the grid are
no uncommone r-fhis scenario is the basis of the

taken the Electric Consumers Resource
Council and other groups representing large
userse 36

Neither traditional cost of service methods nor uniform
surcharges to all classes resolves the interclass equity
issues.. (Allocation of program costs to participating
classes addresses interclass equity, but does not eliminate
intraclass equity issues). Short of negotiating shared
savings arrangements with each participant so that partici-

pay back the cost of efficiency improvement from
their bill savings, cost allocation by participant class may
be the most equitable solution. However, this method can
be improved upon.

Allocation of DSM program costs to participating classes
isolates a rate class from the rate impacts of programs
offered to other rate classes. While that isolation remains
intact between rate cases, its integrity can be



compromised during the next rate case unless certain
precautions are taken. For examplet in the course of
allocating costs during the next rate case, traditional
allocation methods would redistribute revenue loss due to
DSM among rate classes. This might mean raising indus
trial energy rates to pay for the revenue impact of
successful residential energy efficiency programs that did
not pass the RIM test.

We see two possible solutions to the equity-efficiency
tradeoff associated with DSM cost allocation .. One way to
mitigate cross-class subsidization would be to allocate lost
revenues across classes based on pre-DSM aHocators--that
is, add the DSM savings to each sector before assigning
the costs to be borne by each sector. Another possible
solution would be to use different cost-effectiveness tests
for different rate classes depending on their respective
price sensitivities" For example, where price sensitivity is
low--the residential class--the TRC test would be used to
maximize efficiency. Where sensitivity is IrU v·n--ln~

industrial class--the RIM test would be used to minimize
rate

Revenue mechanisms were first conceived asa
means of a profits from
energy sales" Traditional practices, which
allowed utilities to increase profits if actual sales exceeded
forecast contradicted commission orders for utilities
to cost-effective DSM programs that decreased

and thus revenue. Two methods of decoup-
from sales are in today.

the electric revenue adjustment mechanism
track of the difference between the

.. "li'.II.li''''' ..... nonfuel revenue and actual revenue
rates to compensate either the

for under- or overcollection of
revenues. The second
calculates a revenue per customer based on
nonfuel revenue divided test year
customer count This method either the
or for the difference between revenue-per
customer times the actual customer count and actual
revenues.

KegUJlat()ry interest in mechanisms has grown
in recent years. Most recently, regulatory commissions in
Maine and approved ERAM-per-participant
mechanisms for one utility in each state. Because of this
increased attention on decoupling mechanisms, we wish to

the discussion to consider two views not yet
raised: the effect of mechanisms on
sales and investment opportunity.

One of the arguments in support of decoupling mecha
nisms has been that they remove the incentive for a utility
to increase sales and thus accrue earnings in excess of the
test year rate of return. This is true in the short run.
However, decoupling mechanisms do not eliminate the
long-ron incentive for a utility to grow if that utility places
a value on growth. If sales increase between rate cases,
despite a decoupling mechanism, the utility's rate base
will increase and revenue requirements will be adjusted
accordingly in the next rate case proceeding. Thus the
utility is not penalized by growth"

There is no consensus on whether or not shareholders
benefit from sales growth. TIlls is a question for the
investment analysts, and we do not intend in this paper to
advocate either position. Instead, we wish to underscore
the fact that the presence of a decoupHng mechanism does
not affect the outcome of that debate. That is, if share
holders gain value from growth--for whatever reason--a
decoupling mechanism does not hinder that growth. It
only limits the rerum that can be earned on investment
associated with that growth.

In cases where a DSM shareholder incentive is in place,
utility shareholders may earn a return on both supply- and
demand-side resource investments. This approach is

considered to be equitable, especially by
commissions that are shareholder incentives to
more closely mirror supply-side earnings. Yet,
establishing comparable rates of return does not ensure

potential to earn. That if the scale of investment
opportunities in DSM resources is smaller than in supply
side resources, shareholders will not maximize their
wealth by investing in DSMe The magnitude of an invest
ment's net present value, and not the internal rate of
return of the investment, is what determines its value to
shareholderse This is particularly true when two invest
ments are mutually exclusive, as is the case for supply-
and demand-side investments at the most leveL

Conclusion

The development of shareholder incentives is stiB evolv
ing. Despite the fact that commissions have been experi
menting with incentives now for over five years, we are
far from reaching a consensus either among or within
states on the type or features of the most effective
shareholder incentive. In fact, there is no need to reach
such a consensus. Given the diversity of regulatory
climates among the states and the distinct planning needs
of each utility, it is not inevitable that a single incentive
mechanism should or can provide the desired incentive for
every in the country. Experience with incentives
thus far has shown that a variety of mechanism designs



Endnotes

The next few years more issues for utilities
and regulators to confront. The idea of Hcomparable"
treatment of demand-side and supply-side investments wiU
undoubtedly spawn both resistance and innovation as it
attracts a wider audience in the regulatory and utility
communities. Similarly, as increasing attention is focused
on DSM cost recovery and rate-related issues, stake-
holders win be with the task of

with in a manner that can satisfy aU

can evoke a!!1!re~iSf\'e utility
effective DSM resourcese

of cost- Corp. (NY), Northern State Power (MN), Orange &
Rockland (NY), Otter Tail Power (MN), Pacific
Gas & Electric (CA), Potomac Electric Power Co.
(Pepco) (DC), Pepco (MD), PSI Energy (IN),
Portland General Electric (OR), Public Service Co.
of Colorado, Puget Power & Light (WA), Rochester
Gas & Electric (NY), San Diego Gas & Electric
(CA), Southern California Edison, Southern
California Gas, United Illuminating (CT), and
Western Massachusetts Electric.

8. Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District
of Columbia, Indiana, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Oregon,
Rhode and Washington..

1. Massachusetts of Public Order
in D.P.U. 89-194 and 89-195, March 30, 1990;
New Public Utilities Order
No. in DE 7, 1990; and
Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission, Order in
Docket No. issued 1990.

9" Iowa, New Jersey, and Vermont

10" New Rhode and
Wisconsme

11.

2. Public Act effective October 1, 1988. and New Hampshire.

3. Order in Docket Nos. 89-08-11 and 89-08
1990.

12.. District of
Maine, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio,
""-I.lli."'J;:.,VIU, and Vermont

13. First Supplemental Order in Docket No.
January 1992~

5. We use the term "shared benefits" incentive
mechanisms to include both @'shared
mechanisms that award utilities with a share of net
value of and those mechanisms that award
utilities with a share of the gross value of ~~\J'ln{1~-

e.g., Granite State Electric and
Electric.

6~ Note that SOine utilities have more than one of
incentive nlechanisnl in e.g6' the California
utilities~

7 * Arizona Public Boston Edison
Boston Gas Central Hudson Gas & Electric

Central Maine Colonial Gas
Concord Electric Co. Connecticut Light &

Connecticut Electric Co ..
Consolidated Edison (NY), Consumers Power (MI),
Duke Power Exeter & Hampton Electric COe

Granite State Electric (NH), Long Island
Co.. Massachusetts Electric,

Minnesota Electric New
York State Electric & Mohawk Power

8"30 Chamberlin et sl"

14~ Order No. 25775 in Docket No. 9OO834-EI,
B-lAIt''ll'll''''1l'!i'()'Ir''''l! 24, 1992"

15" Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota,
enrles~;ee'! West and '!IAI"" ............... " ...........

16. San Gas & Electric, Pacific Gas & Electric,
New York State Electric & Gas, and New England
Electric System.

17" Paragraph

18. WPSC, Order in Docket No. 6680-GR-3, Madison,
Wisconsin, October 10, 1977; statute confirming
WPSC authority to use escrow accounting, Wis.
Stats., 196.. 374(3) 1983a 27 ..
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